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INTEGRATIONS OF INVARIANT MEASURES OVER THE
       MODULI SPACE OF RIEMANN SURFACES
HIDEKI MIYACHI
ABs'rRAc'r. This paper concerns with the convergence ofthe integral of invari-
ant measures on the moduli space of Ricmann surfaces.
                          1. INTRODUCTION
  Let X be a Riemann surface of analytically finite type (.g,n) with 2g -2+n > O.
Denote by T(X) and M.g,. the Teichmit11er space of X and the moduli space of
Riemann surface of the same type as X. It is known that M.g,n is the quotient
space of T(X) by the Teichmif11er modular group Mod(.g,n) (cf. g2.1.1).
  Let eM be the set of all complex manifolds. For M E CM, we denote by
Meas(M) the set of Bore} measures on M. In this paper, by an invariant mea-
sure, we mean an assignment pa.: eM D M H ptM E Meas(M) with the following
properties.
   (1) When M is equal to the unit bal} BN in ÅëN, uBN is the measure pakeNr defined
      from the Bergman metric on BN (cf. g3.4).
   (2) For any Mi,M2 E eM and any holomorphic mapping f: Mi . M2,
                        paM, (f(E)) Sl #M, (E)
      for any Borel set Ec Mi.
By definition, any invariant measure pa. defines a biholomorphic invariant. Namely,
for any Mi,M2 E eM and a biholomorphic mapping f : Mi - M2, we have
f*ptMi = p•2, where f.pM, stands for the push-fosward of IiM which is defined by
                      (f*psM,)(E) == IiM, (f-i(E))
for all Borel set Ec M2. For the simplicity for M E CM, we also call the assigned
measure paivi an invawiant measure on M.
  The aim of this short paper is to give a criterion for the convergence of the
integration by invariant measures on the moduli space as follows.
Theorem 1 (Convergence of invariant measures). Fix a point xo E Mg,n. Let
ip: [O, oo) - [O, oo) be a non-decreasin.g function. Let u be a volume element on
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T(X) which is defined from either an invariant measure or the Kd'lher-Eznstein
metrzc on T(X). if ip(t) = O(eP`) with O Sp< 2 as t. oo, then
(1.1) fM.,. ip(dM(Xo,X))dv(x) < oo,
Furthermore, the same conclusion holds ify zs the (6g -6+2n)-dimensional Haus-
dorff measure with respect to any, invariant distance.
  Since measures on T(X) given in Theorem 1 is invariant under the action of
Mod(.g,n), such measures descend as measures to Mg,.. The integration (1.1)
stands for the integration of the descending measure from v over Mg,.. Another
description of the integration (1.1) is the integration by the push-forward measure
                 (proj.(u I.M,))(E) = y(proj-i(E) A Mo)
on Mg,n, where E c M.g,n is a Borel set, Mo c T(X) is a fundamental domain of
the action of Mod(.g,n) such that aMo is measure zero, and proj is the projection
T(X) - M.g,n•
  Here, dM is defined by
                    dM(x,y)= inf                          dT(x,Lo(y))
                              wEMod(.g,n)
for x, y, E T(X), where dT is the Teichmif11er distance (cf. [2.1.1). It is easy to see
that dM is canonically recognized as a distance on the moduli space Mg,n.
Corollary 1 (Second moment is finite). Lety be ameasure as Theorem 1.1. Then,
the second moment
                         fM .,,. dM (XO' X)2dY(X)
is finite.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to Professor Kiyoko Nishizawa and
Prefessor Haruko Nishi for inviting him to talk at a great conference "Workshop of
TeichmUller Spaces and related topics".
Notation. We use the notation A < B to mean A < CB for some constant C > O
                             rv -which is dependent on the topology of X but it is otherwise universal.
                             2. NoTATION
2.1. Teichmli11er theory. In this section, we recall some fundamentals in Te-
ichmifIIer theory. For details, see [7] and [8] for instance.
2.1.1. Teichmafller space and Moduli space. The Teichmtiller space T(X) ofX is the
set of equivalence classes of marked Riemann surfaces (Y, f) where Y is a Riemann
surface and f : X . Y a quasiconformal mapping. Two marked Riemann surfaces
(Yi,fi) and (Y2,f2) are Tetchmtiller equivalent if there is a conformal mapping
h : Yi - Y2 which is homotopic to f2 o f,-' (cf. I8]).
  TeichmUller space T(X) has a canonical complete distance, which is called the
Teichmtiller distance dT which is defined by
                    1(2•1) dT(yi,y2) == iloginf{K(h)lh is q.c. homotopic to f2of,-i}
for y, == (Y,,fi) E T(X) (i = 1,2) and K(h) the maximal dilatation of h.
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  The Teichmaller modular group Mod(g, n) of X is the factor group ofthe group of
all quasiconformal self-mappings of X over the normal subgroup of those homotopic
to the identity (cf. [8]). Any element w E Mod(g,n) acts T(X) by
                         cv(Y, f) - (Y,fow-').
The action of each element of Mod(.g, n) is holomorphic and Mod(g, n) acts on T(X)
properly discontinuously. The quotient space
                        M.,,n == T(X)/Mod(.g,n)
is called the Mod2Lli space of Rzemann surfaces of analgticalty finite type (.g, n). The
complex structure on T(X) descends to the moduli space M.g,n and M.g,n has the
structure of a normal complex space (cf. [8]).
2.1.2. "TeichmtilleT infinitesimal metTic. Let LOO(Y) be the complex Banach space
of bounded measurable (-1,1)-forms on a Riemann surface Y. Let 9y be the
Banach space of integrable holomorphic quadratic different,ials on Y with norm
ll911 = f. Ig(w)Idudv
where w = iL + iv. The TeichmUller space T(X) admits a canonical complex struc-
ture with the property that the holomorphic tangent space T,T(X) (== T.i,OT(X))
of T(X) at y E T(X) is canonically identified wit,h the quot,ient space
                             LOO(Y)/N(Y)
where
               N(Y) = {pa E LOO l <g, p> == O, for all q E gy}
and
                    <97 pt'> == f. pa9 == f. p•(z)p(i)dxdy
for pa E LOO(Y) and g E gy (cf. [8]). The Teichmtiller infinitesimal metric is
defined by
               K•T(y, [ii•]) - sup{IRe<(p,pa>H llgl] = 1,g E gy}
where y = (Y, f) E T(X). The TeichmUller distance is characterized as the inner
distance defined by rcT. Namely, for yi,y2 E T(X),
                                 71(2.2) dT(yi,y2)=ii.iff, KT(or(t),fy(t))dt
where ty runs all Ci-paths ty : [O,1] - T(X) connecting yi and y2. It is also
known that KT coincides with the Kobayashi-Royden intrinsic metric on TeichmUller
space with respect to the canonical complex structure (See g3.2. See also [7]).
Furthermore, H. Royden observed that hcT is continuous on the holomorphic tangent
bundle over T(X) (cf. I16]).
2.1.3. Deligne-Mumford compactificatzon. Let Mg,. be the Deligne-Mumford com-
pactification of the moduli space Mg,n• Let O•A!I.g,n =: Mg,n - M.g,n•
  Any point of 0M.g,. is a noded Riemann surface of type (.g,n) defined as foJlows.
A noded Riemann surface is a one-dimensional complex space such that each point
has either a neighborhood biholomorphic to a disc or to a neighborhood of (O, O)
in the variety defined by xy = O in C2. A node is, by definition, is a point of the
latter type. A noded Riemann surface is said to be of type (,g,n) if the plttmbing
construction (described below) at every node gives a Riemann surface of type (,g, n).
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2.1.4. Plumbi,ng construction. Let us start with a local description ofthe plumbing
construction. Let D. and D. be unit disks in z and w-planes respectively. Let
Uo be a union of D. and D. attached at their origins. Let po E Uo be the point
corresponding to the origins. This Uo is a neighborhood of a node po. For t E ID,
let ID).,t = JI).X{lzl -< itl} and JD).,t == D). N{livi -< ltl}. Points z E II)>.,t and Gu] E Dw,t
are said to be equivalent if zw = t. The resulting surface Ut is said to be a surface
constructed from the plumbing construction of parameter t E D.
  In general, let S bea noded Riemann surface andpi, • • t ,pk nodes of S. Let Vi. be
a neighborhood of p, which biholomorphic to Uo above. Let t = (ti,••• ,tk) E IDk.
We construct a noded Riemann surface St of type (g,n) by modifying V2 to Vz,t,
with the plumbing construction of parameter t, for each i. We call St a Riemann
surface obtained by the plumbing constTuction with parameter t. By definition, St
is a Riemann surface without nodes if and onl.y if the product ti •••tk is not zero.
2.1.5. Nei.ghborhoods of boundary points. A neighborhood ofS E 0M.q,. is obtained
as follows. Let pi,•••,pk, be nodes of S and set S' =SN{pi,•••,pk,}=: Si U•••U
Si,. The Teichmttller space of S' is the product space fli T(S,) of the Teichmttller
spaces of St.
  For each i, we fix a neighborhood V, of p, homeomorphic to Uo in g2.1.4. Let
V,i and V,2 be components of V, -- p, and fix a confbrmal mapping z,a : V,a - D" ==
DN {O} (a = 1,2). Choose V, suHiciently small with the following properties :
    (i) V,, n V,, =O for il ; i2.
   (ii) There is a system {pa,},kli (ki == Åíi=i dimc T(S,)) of Beltrami differentialg.
      on S' such that
      (ii.1) each k vanishes on u,k•kVi and
      (ii.2) linear combinations over C of {paj}2le•!i spans the holomorphic tan-
           gent space of the product H,T(S,) of the TeichmUller spaces of S, at
           IS',id] - (ISi,id],•••,[Si.,id]).
Let s = (si,••• ,sk,) E II)igi where II}>, == {s E <C l lsl < c}. Let f. be the quasicon-
formal mapping on S' with Beltrami differential ZjN=i sjk. We deform S by fs
and apply the plumbing construction with parameter t under the local parameter
(f.(Vi,a),z,"•. o f.-i) at each node f.(p,). We denote by S.,t the resulting Riemann
surface under this operation. The following is known (cf. [8]).
Proposition 2•1 (Bers). There is a neighborhood IDs c IDk'O Å~ IDig' of the origin
and a finite group G of biholomomphic automorphism actin.g on IDs such that
                      Z)s/G D (t,s) H St,s E Mg,n
i,s a holomo7phic atlas around S.
             3. HAUSDROFF MEASURE ON THE MODULI SPACE
3.1. Hausdorff measures. Let X = (X,d) be a metric space. Let cM > O. For
EcX and 6> O, we define
}-t3(E, X) = mf (\diamx(U,)a l E c U, U,, diamx(U,) < 6)
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where diamx(E) is the diameter ofE c X in (X, d). One can see that 7tg-, (E;X) )
7tlgr, (E; X) for 62 < 6i and hence the limit
                7ta(E;X) -= gi-'.m, 7tg(Ei X) == 2u.g 7tgr(E; X)
is well-defined. We call 7Lt"(E;X) the a-dimensional Hau,sdorff 7n.ea,stLre of E on
(X, d). The following is well-known.
Proposition 3.1 (Kolmogoroff principle (cÅí (1.14) in I3])). Let f : (Xi,di) --->
(X2,d2) be a locally L-Lipschitz 7nap. Namely, there is ai > 0 szLch that for an,u
xl,yl E XI,
                     d,(f(xi), f(yi)) -< Ldi (xi, yi)
when di(xi,yi) < b'. Then,
                     7ta(f(E)I X2) S La7ta(E; Xi)
for any dv >O andEC Xi.
3.2. Hausdorff measures on Kobayashi hyperbolic manifolds. Let M be a
complex manifold and TpM denotes the holomorphic tangent space of M at p E M.
For p E M and v E TpM, we define the Kobayashi-R.oyden infini,tesimaZ metric of
v at p b,y
 kM(p; v) = inf{1orI l a G ToD and f :D .M hol. with f(O) =p and f.(or) = v}.
The inner distance dMOb defined from kM is called the Kobayashi distance on M (cf.
(2.2)). We sa,y that M is Kobayashi hyperbolic if dMOb is a distance on M (cÅí l9]).
  The Kobayashi indicatrix IK(p) at p E M is the unit ball with respect to kM in
TpM. Namely,
                   Ii< (p) == {v E T.M l k"M(p; v) < 1}.
We denote by IK(p) the convex hull of IK(p) in TpM. Fix a holomorphic atla,s
z == (zi, • • • , zm) around p and gp : TpM ---> CM the Åë-linear trivialization induced
from the atlas. We define
                     :'Sth == m (g. (iiK(p)))dm(z),
where
             dm = dm. = ( ><il)M dzi A d7i •••A dzm A d2m
is the 2m-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In [2], J. Bland and I. Graham obtained
the following formula by applying Busemann's work in [3].
Proposition 3.2 (Bland and Graham). Let M be a Kobayashi hypeTbolzc manofold.
Suppose that kM is continuous on the holomorphic tangent bundle TM ofM. Then,
(3.1) 7t2n(Ei (M, dSUOb))- f. :- fl}
for any BoTel set E in M.
Remark 3.1. In [2], Bland and Graham considered a volume form m(Bn) • :'M
instead of :'fl}, where B" is the unit baZl in Cn with respect to the Euclidean metric
on C" (cf. Theorem 1 in [2]?. HoweveT, the Hausdorffmeasure in the theirpaper
is obtained from o?LTs with bein.g multiplied by m(B") (of (1? in [2]?. Hence, the
formula (3.1) coincides with Bland-Graham's formula.
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  3.3. Hausdorff measures on poly-punctured disks. Let dD* and dD be the
  hyperbolic distances on ID' and D of curvature -4, respectively. It is known that
  t,he Poincar6 metric densit,ies AD and AD* on IED and ILD' are
                                     1
                           AD(z) =
                                  l - lzl2
                                      1
                           )LD* (Z) = 21zl log fi.E '
  Hence, for instance, the Poincar6 distance on D' satisfies
                                1
  (3•2) dD*(z, xo) -= liiliogliog lzlll+O(i)
  for O < lzl < xo < 1, where the O(1)-part in (3.2) depends only on xo, since the
  length of the borocirc}e passing through z is dependent only on Izl and tends to
  zero if lzl - O•
    Let IV 2 1 and Ni,IV2 ) O with Ni + AI2 = AI. The Kobayashi infinitesimal
  metric AD.,,N, and the Kobayashi distance dD.,,., on IDN,,N, = (ID')Ni Å~ DN2 are
  obtained by
     ADN,.., (z;v) = max{AD*(zZ)lvZi, AD(zO)lvJl l 1 m< i -< ATi, 1 .< .7' - Ni -< N2}
    dD.,,., (zi,z2) = max{dD* (z:, ze), dD(zi, zS) 1 1 S i S Ni, 1 S 2' - Ni g N2}
  (cf. [9]). Therefore, the Kobayashi indicatrix IK(z) of ID)N,,N, at z E II))Ni,N2 iS
      IK'(z) = {v E <CN l lvZl :f{l ADi.,),lv'l ffll AD(i.,), i f{;ii-il<v',N<-i N, )'
  Since IK(z) is convex, from Bland-Graham's formula (Proposition 3.2), we get the
  following.
 Proposition 3.3. For any Borel set E C DN,,N,, we have
   7t2N(E; (DN,,N, ,dtso.b,,.,)) == IltT fE ti.lli AD*(z2)2 i.=#,+i AD(z2)2dm(z)
                        ==}ll'iTfEti,ll=,(2izpigth.,)2,..H.",.,(i-lz,l2)2dm(z)
  where m is the 2N-di,menszonal Lebesgue measure.
 3.4. Hausdorff measure on the unit ball. Recall that the Ber.gman metric dsg..
 on the unit ball
               BN = {z E <C" I Hill2 = lz'l2+•••+lzNl2 < 1}
 is dsbN.. == 2J,ic gjx,dzOd7k where
                           02
                   9-ik = -o.,o7k }Og(1 - llzj12)"+i
                          N+1
                      = (i - itzlt2)2 I(i - I]zll2)6jk + zkiiij]
 (cf. e.g. Chapter 4 in [10]). Let dk9Gr the distance function defined by the Bergman
 metric and p,keNr the volume element defined by the Bergman metric. Since BN is
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homogeneous, the kobayashi distance dkONb and the Bergman distance dts'eNr are com-
parable. Hence, from Bland-Graham's formula, we have the fo}lowing observation.
Proposition 3.4. All three measures 7tN(•;(BN,dke.")), 7tN(•;(BN,dtsO.b)), and
I4ige.r(•) are comparable. Namely, , there is a constant Ci,C2 >O such that
       Ci 7-tN(E; (BN, d&e.T)) ( 7tN(E; (BN, dfio.b)) s c27tN(E; (BN, d&eir))
      Ci 7tN(E; (BN, dtso.b)) s p,ke.r(E) <. c27-tN(E; (BN, dtso.b))
for any Borel set E c BN.
3.5. Hausdorff measure on the moduli space. In [4], S. Dowdall, M. Duchin
and H. Masur observed the fo}lowing (see also [12]).
Proposition 3.5 (cf. Corollary 17 in [4]). The voZume ofM.,,. in terms of the
6g -6+2n-dim,ensionat Ha?Lsdorff 7neasure ?vii.h respecL to Lhe Te71chmiitler disl.ance
is finite.
  Indeed, in I41, Dowdall, Duchin and Masur showed that the (6g - 6+ 2n)-
dimensional Hausdorff measure is comparable with the push-forward of the Veech-
Masur measure on the holomorphic unit cotangent bundle. Hence, Proposition 3.5
follows from the finiteness of the volume of the unit cotangent bundle (cÅí [11] and
[17]). Not,ice that, from Theorem 2 below, we can also see direct,ly the finit,eness of
the volume of M.g,. by the (6.g - 6 + 2n)-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
  We define
                  7tT(x)(E) == 7t6-9-6+2n(E; (T(X), dT))
for aBorel set E c T(X) and m ) O, where 7-t6•9-6+2n( - ;T(X)) is the (6g-6+2n)-
dimensional Hausdorff measure on T(X) in terms of the Teichmit11er distance on
T(X). It is easy to see that 7-t6•9-6+2" is equivariant under Mod(g,n) :
                      7'tT(x)(w(E)) == 7-tlT(x)(E)
for a}1 Borel set E of T(X) and w E Mod(.g,n) since Mod(g,n) acts on T(X)
isometrically. Hence, }tT(x) descends to Mg,.. As discussed in Introduction, the
integration over Mg,. by this descending measure is nothing but that in (1.1) for
u == IT-tT(x)•
Theorem 2 (Convergence of integral for IIausdorff measure). Let ip: [O,oo) -
[O, oc) be a functi,on satisfyin.g ip(t) == O(eP`) with O S p < 2 as t - oo. 2ve have
                   fM ., ,. di(dM (XO ' X))d7tT(X) (X) < OO
where xo G M.g,n d,s a fi.Ted base poznt.
Proof. Fix xo E Mg,n. Since the boundary divisor 6Mg,. is compact, it suffices to
show that any S E OM.g,. admits a neighborhood Us in Mg,. such that
fusnM,,. ip(dM (XO'X))d7tT(x)(x) < oo
for any p2 1.
  Let ko 2 1 be the number of nodes ofS and set ki =3,g-3+n-ko. From Bers'
theorem (Proposition 2.1), there is a neighborhood Z)s c Dico Å~ Dki of the origin
O = (O,O) E IDko Å~ IEDk'i and a holomorphic mapping
                          Åës : Ds -M.g,n
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such that < s(O) = S and Åë.s(t,s) E OM.g,. if and only if some coordinate of t is
zero. Furthermore, the image Åës(Z)s) covers a neighborhood of S. Take E > O such
that DigO Å~ DSi c Ds, where D, = {lzl < c}. Fi'om the above argument, we deduce
               Åës((D:)kO Å~ Dts') = M,,. n Åës(DigO Å~ Dtsi),
where D: == {O < lzl < c}. For the simplicity, we set IPo == (D.'12)kO Å~ II))lr]2,
Pi -- (D:)ko Å~ Dlr'. Take a neighborhood Us of S in Mg,n with Us C Åës(Do)•
  Fix (ti,si) E (IDZ)kO Å~ IDts.i and let xi = <l>s(ti,si). Since the Kobayashi distance
has the distance decreasing property wit,h respect, t,o ho}omorphic mappings, Åës is
1-Lipschitz (cf. [9]). 'I'herefore,
          dT(Åës(tl,Si), <Ps(t2,S2)) S{ d[),((tl,Sl), (t2,S2))
                      7tT(x)(E) s 7t6g-6+2n(tp.'i(E);(pi,dBo,b))
for (ti,si), (t2, s2) E Po and any measurable set E c M.g,. by Kolmogoroff princi-
ple (Proposition 3.1). '
  Since
              exp (p { ll log l log lxll + O(1)}) :S l log l rc1IP12
as x - O, by Proposition 3.3 and (3.2), we have
         fusnM.,,. ip(dM (XO' X))dZtT(x) (X)
         Åíf
                   exp (p • dM (xo, x)) dlFtT(x) (x)
           J/tUsnM.g,n
         S fu.nM.g,n
                   exp (p(dM (xo, xi) + dM (xi, x))) d7iT(x) (x)
         :S f., eXP (P(dD,((ti,si), (t, s)))) d7t6•9-6+2n((t,,);z),)
         :S fo<Ti<Ei2 fo<.,,<,i2 MaXfiSk{,i,iE{ik;,l lili2igrlilPi2}dri drk,
         :S fo'<ri<c/2 fo<r,,<,i2 H,ic-!idrr,ilog Xlk20-(pi2) < oo
for all p with O fE{I p < 2, where t = (ti, • • • , tk. ), s == (si, • • • , sk, ) E T)i and r?, == ltz1
     4. INVARIANT DISTANCES AND MEASURES ON COMPLEX MANIFOLDS
  In this section, we recall invariant di,stances and invariant volumes on a family of
complex manifolds. Recall that we denote by CM the set of all complex manifolds.
For M E eM, we denote by Dist(M) the set of pseudo-distances on M.
4.1. Invariant distances. An invariant distance O. is an assignment eM D M H
bM E Dist(M) with the following properties.
   (1) DD is the Poincare metric pD on D with curvature -4, and
   (2) Let Mi, M2 E C.M. For any holomorphic mapping f: Mi - M2, we have
                      DM, (f(X),f(Y)) E{ OM, (X,Y)
      for x,yE Mi•
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A typical exa,mple of invariant distances is to assign the Kobayashi distances to com-
plex manifolds (cf. g3.2). There is another t.ypical example called the Carathe'odory
distance which defined b.y
             dSil'T(x, 2J) = sup{pD(x,y) l f: M -. II]D holomorphic}
for M E eM and x,y E M. The following is wel}-known.
Proposition 4.1. Let eM D M H DM be an invarzant distance. For any M E
eM, we have
                     dfu'r(x,y) s bM(x,y) s dMOb(x,y)
for x,yE M.
4.2. Invariant measures revisited.
4.2.1. Carathe'odor.v and Kobayashi-Eiesenman volu7ne forms. Let D be a domain
in CM. By the Carathe'odory volume form CVD, we mean a vo}ume from on D
                          CVD == CV(z)dm(z)
where
         CV(z) = sup {l det f'(z)l I f : D -ÅÄ Bm hol. with f(z) == o} .
The Kobayashi-Eiesenman volume form KVD is defined by
                          KVD = KV(z)dm(z)
where
         KV(Z) == inf { l d.t },(o)l l f : BM - D hol. with f(O) == z}
For any M E eM, these volume forms CVM and KVM are defined in t,hc samc
way. The following is well-known.
Proposition 4.2. Let M E eM and dp, a volume form on M. Let C > O
   (1) Suppose that for every holomorphzc mapping f: BN - M, pa satisfces
                           C•f*dpa .< dpats,e.T
       on BN. Then, C• du S KVM•
   (2) Suppose that for every hogomorphic mappzng f: M - BN, pa satisfc'es
                           f*du&e.r S C • dpa
       on M Then, CVM f{ C• dlL•
4.2.2. Carathe'odory and Kobayashi invariant measures. There are two typical ex-
amples for invariant measures (cf. IX.1 in [9]). The first is called the Kobayashi
intrinsic volume defined as follows. Let, M E eM with m == dimÅë(M). For a Borel
set E c M, we choose holomorphic mappings f, : BM - M and Borel sets E,. C BM
with
(4.1) EC Uifz(Ez)•
Then, the measure pabl7b is defined by
                       paSii'b(E) - apE, 2pt&eNr(E,),
                                    z
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where fi, and E, runs over all holomorphic mappings and Borel sets satisfying (4.1).
We cali paMOb is the Kobayashi ininnsic volume on M. The second example is called
the Ca,rathe'odory intrinsi.c volume which defined by
                       pa!xk'r(E) = supItibBe.r(f(E))
                                f
for M E eM and a Bore} set E c M, where f runs over all holomorphic mappings
M - BM. The following are well-known (cf. Chapter IX of i9], [61 and g2.4 of [14]).
Proposition 4.3. For any invariant measure pa.,
                      ItCAa4r(E) S ItM(E) S paIldOb(E)
for any M E eM and a Borel set Ec M.
Proposition 4.4. For any M E eM and a Borel set E C M,
                        wh9b(E) - f. KV(E)
4.3. The case of Teichmtiller spaces. E. Overholser observed the following (cf.
Lemma 3.1 in [15]).
Proposition 4.5 (Overholser). The followin.g hold.
   (1) CVT(x) andKVT(x) are comparable.
   (2) Smppose that D is a domain ofholomorphy. Letg be the Kdhler-Einstei,n
      metric on D and Volg the volume form defcned fromg. Then
                         CVD f{l Vol., S KVD
      on D.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. In showing
the former claim, for the simplicity, we only treat the case where u is defined by an
invariant measure. The remaining case is treated in the same way.
  We set N = 6g-6+2n. Let f : BN -, T(X) and .g : T(X) . BN be holomorphic
mappings. From Kolmogoroff principle (Proposition 3.1) and Proposition 3.4, we
have
         Ci 7tT(x)(f(E)) s Ci 7iN(E; (B", dts'e.r)) s pats'e.r(E)
             pske.r(g(Et)) s{l C,7iN(.g(E'); (BN, d&e.r)) S C,7-tT(x)(E')
for Borel sets E c BN and E' c T(X). Therefore, their infinitesimal froms satisfy
                f":-.K(.)Åídpake.r, and .g'opke.rÅí:-.K(.).
Hence, by Propositions 4.2 and 4.5,
nT(x)(E) Åí f. KVT(x) Åí f. CVT(x) Åí 7iT(x)(E)
for any Borel set E c T(X). Therefore, by Propositions 4.5 and 4.4, ptijO(bx) is
comparable with IPtT(x) and hence u Åí lltT(x). Thus, we conclude he convergence
of the integral (1.1) with i'espect to y from Theorem 2.
  Forthe latter claim, let b. : eM D M - OM E Dist(M) be aninvariant distance.
Then, Kolmogoroff principle and Proposition 4.1 imply that,
(4.2) 7t69-6+2"•(E; (T(x),DT(x))) s 7t69-6+2n(E; (T(X),dijO(b.))) == 7iT(x)(E)
for any Borel set E c T(X). Thus, from Theorem 2, we have what we wanted. O
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Remark 4.1. 7"he first and last term in (4.2) are comparable. Indeed, in l5],
C. Earle observed that the Carathe'ociorzl clistance is tocally comparable 'tvith the
Kobayashi distance on T(X) (see also l13]?. Hence, KoZmogoroff pri,nei,ple a,lso
asserts that 7-t6•9-6+2"'(•; (T(X),DT(x))) is comparable with 7'tT(x)(•)•
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